Sentinel’s four capitals

An integrated report is compiled primarily to explain how an
organisation creates value over time, through various ‘capitals’
that include the traditional financial capital always reported on.
These capitals represent stores of value that can be
built up, transformed or run down over time in the
production of goods or services. Their availability,
quality and affordability can affect the long-term
viability of an organisation’s business model and its
ability to create value.
The IIRC reporting framework identifies six capitals,
which are listed as:
financial
—— manufactured
—— intellectual
—— human
—— social and relationship
—— natural.
——

Performance

These six capitals are not equally relevant or
applicable to all organisations. While most
organisations interact with each capital to some
extent, these interactions might be relatively minor,
or so indirect that they needn’t be discussed in the
integrated report.

Financial capital

Human capital

Sentinel considered the uses or effects of all six
capitals when preparing this integrated report. Given
the nature of Sentinel’s operations, only four of the
six capitals are of sufficient impact to be reported.
The four capitals reported on are the financial,
intellectual, human, social and relationship
capitals, while the manufactured and natural
capitals are set aside. Sentinel’s exposure to these
two capitals is so limited that reporting on these
areas is not material.

1
3

Sentinel sets out specific key performance indicators
(KPIs) for each of the capitals for which we measure
progress against objectives. Shortfalls against
objectives may be an early indicator of potential
problems to be addressed.

2

Intellectual capital

4

Social and
relationship capital
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Level 0

1 Financial capital

– Monthly contributions
from members and
employers
– Investment capital and
income
– Reserves for pensions,
risk benefits and other
reserves
– Payment of pensions
and benefits.
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Level 0
Page heading

What it is
The pool of funds that is:
—— available to an organisation for
use in the production of goods or
the provision of services
—— obtained through financing, such
as debt, equity or grants, or
generated through operations or
investments.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Financial capital

How Sentinel manages financial capital
As a retirement fund, Sentinel is a non-profit
organisation, without the listed company expense of
awarding dividends to shareholders. Our purpose is
to provide sustainable returns to our members and
pensioners in a cost-effective manner, so that they
can derive optimised benefits.
Sentinel shepherds its members seamlessly from
employment to retirement, with most choosing to
retire within the Fund rather than converting to
outside annuities.
Members (contributions)

Each member of the Fund contributes an agreed
upon percentage of their salaries towards retirement
and risk benefit funding. Sentinel invests their
contributions to generate returns through strategic
investment decisions.
At the time of reporting Sentinel had
110 participating employers contributing on behalf
of 37 474 members. In the year of review,
contributions increased by R28 million.
Members (benefits)

The Fund awards benefits upon a member’s
resignation, retirement, disability or death.
Assets (investments)

investment strategy based on patience, perspective
and a focus on long-term income protection. Our
asset allocation process is designed to achieve
optimal yet sustainable long-term investment returns
at risk levels set by the Board. We manage risk by
diversifying investments across geographies, asset
classes, within asset classes and through position
sizing. As a major institutional investor, we have long
adopted a responsible investment approach that
incorporates sustainability considerations such as
impact on the environment, society and governance.
Investment management is outsourced to
investment managers selected for their investment
style, philosophy, track record, ability to add higher
value than passive investing and the fit of their
portfolios into the overall Fund investment structure.
These investment managers are monitored
constantly to ensure they remain within mandates
and deliver on risk-adjusted performance objectives.
The monitoring protocol includes a formal annual
feedback session to the Investment Committee.
Benchmarks are set for each portfolio, asset class
and investment mandate.
Pensioners (annuities paid)

In the year of review, monthly pensions were being
paid to 34 644 former members and beneficiaries.

Sentinel actively pursues growth through astute
market investing by sector specialists within an
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Performance
KPI: Relative investment returns
Objective: Meet or exceed real-return objectives
and asset-based benchmarks over any five-year
cycle.
Outcome – 2016:

Sentinel maintained its relative performance in line
with long-term real return objectives. This target will
be tested in the next two or three years due to an
environment of lower returns, coupled with higher
inflation levels. Asset-based benchmark

outperformance remains a challenge, although the
2016 financial year did reflect an improvement. We
remain confident that over the longer term our active
approach to investment management will bear fruit.
History suggests that the current high level of
uncertainty and volatility in investment markets
should suit active managers and will add value to
investment performances.
Annualised portfolio investment returns (gross of
direct costs) relative to real return objectives and
asset-based benchmarks for the financial year to
30 June 2016:
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Financial capital continued

Inflation Protector
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KPI: Pensioner pool funding level

KPI: Risk reserve funding level

Objective: Maintain funding level within a range of
95% to 105% when measured at 100% of CPI level
after the October increase and November bonus of
that year.

Objective: Maintain funding level at or above the
recommended CAR/IBNR* ratio.

Outcome – 2016:

The volume of claims experienced by the Fund,
particularly for disabilities, resulted in the reserve
level dropping below the recommended CAR/IBNR
ratio. As a result, the Board decided that, with effect
from 1 January 2016, the cover multiple would be
adjusted downward by an average 17%. While the
total contribution rate remained unchanged at 2,5%,
the split between death and disability contribution
rate was changed to 1,25% each (from a split of
1,5% and 1,0% previously).

Sentinel maintained the pensioner pool funding level
within the desired range, despite the challenging
investment environment and rising inflation.

Pensioner funding at 100% of CPI level
(%)
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Outcome – 2016:
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Financial capital continued

KPI: Cost recovery ratios
Objective: Maintain direct cost recovery ratios
within budget.
Outcomes – 2016:

A basis point cost recovery methodology was
implemented in 2014 to show our commitment to
greater transparency and fairness in recovering
administration costs. This total cost consists of two
components, a monthly investment management fee
and a monthly administration fee. Recovery of these
costs is based on a member’s Fund Credit, while in

the case of the pensioner pool and risk reserve it is
levied against the total pool value.
Cost recovery ratios can fluctuate significantly from
year to year as some investment managers are
remunerated on performance relative to their
benchmarks. Costs are expressed as a percentage
of average asset value throughout the year.
During the current financial year, actual recovery
ratios marginally exceeded budgeted recovery
ratios. This was largely the result of changes to the
investment structure.

Cost recovery ratios
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KPI: Pension increases awarded
Objective: To increase pensions annually by a
minimum of 80% of the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Outcomes – 2016:

Pension increases are considered, and are based,
inter alia, on the investment return achieved on the
underlying assets of the pensioner portfolio, funding
level at financial year-end and the increase in CPI for
the year to 30 June. The annual pension increase
becomes effective on 16 October each year.
The Board needs to ensure that the long-term
financial stability of the Fund is not jeopardised when
attempting to counter the erosive effect of inflation

on the purchasing power of pensions. Sentinel’s
pension increase methodology was implemented in
terms of the Pension Fund Second Amendment Act
(No 39 of 2001), which includes provisions requiring
pension funds to pay a specific minimum pension
increase to pensioners.
We have maintained our track record of pension
increases exceeding 80% of CPI. Further to the
increase granted effective 16 October 2016, the
Board was able to grant a once-off bonus of 9,0%
of annual pension, which will be paid
in November 2016.
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Pension increase and bonus
(%)
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KPI: Increase in membership
Objective: To increase the number of participating
employers and diversify across industries, thereby
diversifying the membership base and increasing
assets under management.
Outcomes – 2016:

The Fund has held promising discussions with a
number of large potential new participating
employers who currently participate in provident
funds. Unfortunately progress has been delayed due
to the postponement of retirement reform
implementation until 1 March 2018. Notwithstanding
these challenges, Sentinel successfully enrolled
members at existing employers that formerly
belonged to other retirement funds, new
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participating employers and their employees, as well
as pensioners from another fund. These gains
totalled:
—— 11 new employers whose application to
participate was approved by the Board of Fund at
its meeting held on 30 June 2016
—— 600 new members immediately, with further
growth expected in future
—— 156 new pensioners
—— R900 million in assets.
Arrangements for the transfer of these members,
pensioners and assets in terms of Section 14 of the
Pension Fund Act, commenced towards the end of
the 2016 financial year. We expect this consolidation
to be approved and transacted in the first quarter of
the new financial year.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Financial capital continued

We have also engaged in discussions with three employee benefit consulting firms to establish a working
arrangement through which Sentinel is introduced to their client bases. Two of the new employers
mentioned above have joined as a result of an agreement with one of these organisations.

Contributing employers
Net movement

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

110
1

109
2

107
5

102
2

100

A review of the special rules, registration and identification of contributing employers is under way. This may
lead to a reduction in contributing employer numbers, but not in membership totals.
Objective: To become cash flow positive from transactions with members to minimise the impact of
negative cash flows on longer term investment views.
Outcomes – 2016:

Contributions and transfers received
Benefits and transfers paid
Net outflow with members

2016
(Rm)

2015
(Rm)

Net
movement
(Rm)

2 808
(3 897)

2 894
(3 909)

(86)
12

1 089

1 015

74
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Objective: To ensure that Sentinel grows membership numbers and retains retiring members as pensioners.
Outcomes – 2016:
Contributing members

Pensioners and beneficiaries
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It should be noted that most non-contributory
members have to retire in the Fund. Until recently,
this had to be at normal retirement age.
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Level 0

2 Intellectual capital

For over 70 years, Sentinel has built
up a vast store of knowledge,
insights and systems that enables
the Fund to create value for
members, pensioners, beneficiaries
and society. Our long proven
expertise and capability underpin
Sentinel’s reputation for a
consistently superior offering
and cost-effective services.
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Level 0

What it is
Organisational, knowledge-based
intangibles, including:
—— intellectual property, such as
patents, copyrights, software,
rights and licences
—— ‘organisational capital’ such as
tacit knowledge, systems,
procedures and protocols.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Intellectual capital

How Sentinel manages intellectual
capital
Innovation

Sentinel has long pursued a policy of continually
reviewing and improving its products where feasible.
We have evolved into a multi-industry retirement
fund by redesigning Sentinel’s structure and
products for a broader range of employers and
members, while engaging with potential clients
outside of the mining sector.
Administrative strengths and competencies

Daily unitisation
—— Member account maintenance
—— Daily compliance
—— Regulatory reporting.

Outcomes – 2016:

Amended income tax deduction for retirement
fund contributions
The special rules of certain participating employers
were reviewed to ensure compliance with the
revised income tax deduction for retirement fund
contributions that took effect on 1 March 2016.
Contribution certificates were issued to all
participating employers in terms of par. 12D(4)
of the Seventh Schedule to the Income Tax Act
and employers were assisted in implementing
these correctly.

——

Technology

The Fund deploys sophisticated information
technology (IT) to serve the needs of stakeholders
accurately and cost-effectively. We view IT as a
critical enabler for business, therefore partner with
world leading software development houses.
Sentinel ensures that all systems are operated within
set parameters and that policies are in place to
protect, archive and secure data while privacy is
maintained. Our comprehensive disaster recovery
procedure incorporates full back-up of all electronic
files daily to an off-site location. In the event of a
disruption in business, the Fund has secured two
disaster recovery sites that will ensure the swift
restoration of operations.

Performance

Risk benefit product offering
The search for a holistic risk benefit product solution
has advanced during this year. As an interim
measure until a comprehensive solution is in place,
employers who exercise the option to opt out of the
Fund’s risk benefit product can request Sentinel to
accept their preferred death cover insurance policy
as a tax approved, Sentinel owned policy.
Retirement reform: proposed new regulations
National Treasury published a discussion paper in
2015 that contained three Draft Regulations that are
considered as part of retirement reform plans, ie:
—— Regulation 37: Default Investment Portfolios
—— Regulation 38: Default Preservation and Portability
Strategy
—— Regulation 39: Default Annuity Strategy
The Fund submitted a formal response at the time
and has deliberated with Treasury on numerous
occasions thereafter.

KPI: Introduction of new products and services

KPI: Technology as critical enabler for business.

and ensuring these adhere to legislation and
participant demands.

Objective: Ensuring that appropriate technology
and software solutions are added where a need has
been identified.

Objective: To ensure that, to the extent allowed by
our rules and legislation, our products and services
are responsive to participant requirements.

Outcomes – 2016:

New software or applications weren’t required in this
period.
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Objective: Ensuring that all application software
releases are updated to support new functionality,
while maintaining IT equipment to ensure reliable
24/7 performance.
Outcomes – 2016:

In the year of review Sentinel performed an
infrastructure clean-up exercise and destroyed
unserviceable and end-of-life hardware equipment
in accordance with the requirements of eWasa
(Electronic Waste Association of South Africa).
A total of 895 kg of e-waste was disposed of.
All software has been updated to latest releases.
Objective: Ensuring system productivity levels
support the ongoing provision of a superior client
service experience.
Outcomes – 2016:

Software is used to monitor productivity levels of
both hardware and operating systems on a 24/7
basis. Included in the monitoring process is
transaction level monitoring as well as business
process management level monitoring. Business
intelligence software is used as a management tool
to continuously improve productivity levels.

KPI: Data security, quality and protection.
Objective: Ensuring data remains secure and
protected.
Outcomes – 2016:

As the technology adoption rate increases
worldwide and makes its way into every facet of
routine life, cybercrime has become one of the
leading risks facing organisations and individuals
alike. As a custodian of member data, Sentinel
understands the potential harm to individuals in the
event of data breaches through system hacking or
other forms of cybercrime.
Although insurance policies are available
to compensate organisations and individuals for
damages sustained as a consequence of
cybercrimes, Sentinel has taken the approach that

‘prevention is better than cure’. Sentinel is extremely
serious about keeping member data secure. To
achieve this, the Fund has invested time and money
into upgrading all the data protection layers in
accordance with global best practices. These will be
re-evaluated regularly.
Sentinel understands that even best practices
cannot guarantee 100% safety and has taken out
cybercrime insurance to minimise financial damages
should all defences get breached.
Much attention was devoted to ensuring that
Sentinel’s systems can deal effectively with cyberattacks. Computer security awareness dashboards
were installed to raise staff awareness regarding
password security, phishing and other cyber-security
warnings. Sentinel can report that all instances of
attempted cyber-attack in this financial year were
effectively warded off.
Objective: Ensuring that business decision-making
is based on accurate data.
Outcomes – 2016:

Through the use of business intelligence software,
management can now perform data quality and
integrity checks. Data cleansing and sanitisation
projects are implemented to remedy areas of
weakness in the data.
Objective: Ensuring the high availability of network
and systems while simultaneously protecting data
through best practice backup procedures.
Continuous maintenance, improving and testing of
Sentinel’s fully fledged disaster recovery plan to
ensure that the Fund can resume business within
hours after a major disruption or disastrous event.
Outcomes – 2016:

The recovery and restoration of the Fund’s total
technology architecture was tested under the
watchful eye of the internal auditors and passed with
flying colours. Sentinel is able to consistently
perform a full recovery of all systems and data in
less than five hours.
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Level 0

3 Human capital

The Board of Fund, the Chief
Executive Officer and the Principal
Officer are ultimately accountable
and responsible for the performance
of the Fund. They uphold this
responsibility by providing strategic
direction and leadership, ensuring
good governance and ethics,
determining policy, agreeing on
performance criteria and delegating
detailed planning and implementing
of policy to Fund management. The
Chief Executive Officer and
Executive Committee are responsible
for the day-to-day management and
administration of the Fund and
report to the Board.
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What it is
People’s competencies, capabilities and
experience, and their motivations to
innovate, including their:
—— alignment with and support for an
organisation’s governance framework,
risk management approach, and
ethical values
—— ability to understand, develop and
implement an organisation’s strategy
—— loyalties and motivations for improving
processes, goods and services,
including their ability to lead, manage
and collaborate.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Human capital

Human capital statistics

79

24

staff members

male

55

20

female

African

9

1

Coloured

Indian

49
White

demands. These include the planned redesign of
the Business Development role at executive level,
which is impacted by the changing legislative
landscape, and the identification of two additional
roles at middle management level.
Objective: Ensuring seamless transition for
employees into executive management roles, while
also developing the capability of the organisation to
meet changing demands.
Outcomes – 2016:

The following milestones have been achieved
towards this objective:
Development of a medium-term strategy to
address succession for forthcoming executive
requirements
—— Updating of the emergency short-term succession
plan for executive roles
——

How Sentinel manages human capital
Our goal is to attract and retain the appropriate skills
to fulfil the requirements of Sentinel’s mission and
values.
We believe that skill and talent development supports
the Fund’s overall business objectives. To this end
self-development, training, coaching and exposure
are made available to all employees. In particular, we
push career paths and talent development for those
from underprivileged backgrounds. As a good
corporate citizen, Sentinel is committed to the
underlying principles of the Employment Equity Act
and the Basic Conditions of Employment Act.

Performance
KPI: Strategic organisation and restructuring
outcomes
Objective: Ensuring that Sentinel’s organisational
structure can drive the transformation agenda, while
remaining appropriate within the Fund’s broader
development and growth strategy.
Outcomes – 2016:

The following interventions were completed in the
year of review:
—— Specific opportunities for structural change were
identified, by analysing the capacity and resources
needed to address emerging opportunities and

Ongoing implementation of development plans for
potential internal successors
—— Conducting an organisation-wide technical
competency mapping process to formalise
succession into specialist and administrative roles
—— Ongoing employee education and skills
development to address capacity needs.
——

8

2

Employees assisted
towards Bachelor
degrees

Employees assisted
towards Master’s
degrees

R202 595

R158 473

spent in
study assistance

spent towards employee
training programmes

Objective: To transform Sentinel’s Board,
management and employee demographics to be
more representative of the economically active
population of our country.
Outcomes – 2016:

The Chairman of the Board, in consultation with
constituencies, is in the process of developing a
transformation plan for the Board.
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Progress towards medium and long-term targets for management and employees is reflected in the following
table:
Progress towards Target: Employees from Designated Groups1

Historical

2012
Management (all):
Top/senior management
Middle management
Female managers
Specialist
Administrative
Unskilled
Overall number
Progress over the past
12 months
1
2

Targets

2016

Interim
target
2020

EAP Proportion of positions
target per group/level held by
designated groups
20302

1
1
7
13
0
1
4
6
1
0
3
7
0
0
4
7
33
29
31
31
38
37
33
34
2
1
1
1
74
68
72
79
Total from non-designated group reduced from 20 to 17

13/14
6/7
7/7
7/14
31/33
34/38
1/1
79/86

As defined in the Employment Equity Act (No 55 of 1998).
EAP refers to the published statistics on the demographics of South Africa’s Economically Active Population.

Notable progress achieved since 2012 includes:
—— The number of full-time African employees has
increased from 18 to 23, despite a significant
reduction in employee numbers
—— The number of White employees reducing from
71 to 51.
Achievement of transformation objectives is
dependent upon:
—— Maintaining an updated and realistic Employment
Equity Strategy and Plan
—— Strict adherence to the Employment Equity
Strategy and Plan
—— Identifying opportunities for strategic restructuring
to bring about transformation.
The current Board composition is as follows:

18

4

male

female

2

1

African male

African female

16

3

White male

White female

Objective: To assist unemployed black graduates in
gaining meaningful work exposure with the option of
retaining them as Sentinel employees.
Outcomes – 2016:

Over and above the work exposure gained by the
learners, Sentinel has embarked on a partnership
with an external training provider to train learners to
NQF level 5 qualifications in financial markets and
instruments. Internal mentoring from senior
management and coaching by an Industrial
Psychologist supplement this training. The following
activities took place over the financial year:
—— Successful completion of the learnership
programme by the first group of three internal and
two external learners
—— Streamlining the programme, based on lessons
learned
—— Identifying two new external candidates for the
second learnership intake, both of whom are
African female graduates
—— Commencing the second learnership intake
programme, supported by a specialist training
provider.
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Level 0

4 Social and relationship capital
By managing communication with our
stakeholders, the Fund maintains its
reputation, which in turn supports our
growth strategy.
Sentinel’s key stakeholders are its
members, pensioners, beneficiaries and
participating employers. Other
stakeholders include organised labour,
investment managers, government, the
retirement fund regulator and various
service providers.
By providing excellent retirement
funding through our responsible
investment strategy, Sentinel makes a
meaningful contribution to our
communities and markets.
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What it is
The institutions and the relationships
within and between communities,
groups of stakeholders and other
networks, and the ability to share
information to enhance individual and
collective wellbeing. Social and
relationship capital includes:
—— shared norms, and common values
and behaviours of key stakeholder
relationships, and the trust and
willingness to engage that an
organisation has developed and
strives to build and protect with
external stakeholders
—— intangibles associated with the brand
and reputation that an organisation
has developed or an organisation’s
social licence to operate.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Social and relationship capital

How Sentinel manages social and
relationship capital
Maintaining relationships

Sentinel provides members with user-friendly online
access to their fund accounts, which are updated
daily. Employers, members and pensioners can
choose to have their Sentinel communication
delivered by surface mail or digitally.
Members and pensioners access the Fund’s client
service network when information, assistance or
advice is required. In-house advisory services
include:
—— assistance with retirement planning
—— guidance on making optimal use of available
options.
We interact with groups of members and pensioners
to provide information of mutual interest, such as
our investment strategy, investment performance,
and explanations of Sentinel’s products, tax
implications and retirement reform initiatives.
Responsible investing

We have long held that responsible investment is a
key priority and, therefore, subscribe to the Code for
Responsible Investment in South Africa (CRISA). We
consider ourselves duty bound to be active
shareholders of the companies we invest in and to
influence their corporate behaviour where necessary.
A specialist firm attends relevant shareholder
meetings on our behalf and votes in accordance
with Sentinel’s positions.

In Sentinel’s view, black economic empowerment
(BEE) is best served by enabling entrepreneurs and
skilled professionals to successfully launch their
business or practices. We are actively transforming
the broader investment management industry
through an investment manager incubation
programme for previously disadvantaged individuals.

Performance
KPI: Effective and efficient implementation of
communication strategy
Objective: To provide relevant information,
assistance and counselling to members, pensioners,
beneficiaries and participating employers in a
convenient and understandable format.
Outcomes – 2016:

Communication, as well as the provision of accurate
information and advice to individuals, was again
challenging this year due to much anticipated
amendments to pension fund legislation being
postponed until 1 March 2018. This created
confusion among many members, which Sentinel
had to address.
Formal communications from Sentinel, including
annual benefit statements, are distributed via
channels opted for by employers, members
and pensioners.

We are encouraged to note that corporates in
general are paying greater attention to responsible
shareholder activism.
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Newsletters
2 Bulletins: ‘Newsletter for members’
—— 2 Informants: ‘Newsletter for pensioners’
—— 18 Breaking News Bulletins
—— 1 Breaking News Informant
——

e-Communications
64 866 SMS messages to pensioners
—— 44 774 emails to pensioners
—— 438 609 emails to members and employers
—— 3 485 SMS messages and 6 295 emails
to former members with unclaimed benefits
——

Pensioner Road Show

Presented at 28 venues in South Africa
and 4 venues in neighbouring countries
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Social and relationship capital continued

Members and pensioners use Sentinel’s client
service network when information, assistance or
advice is required. These facilities consist of a
secure web interface, a Contact Centre for general
telephone enquiries, five Client Service Centres for
face-to-face interaction and a Fund Advisory Service
for professional guidance.

KPI: Being a responsible investor
Objective: Changing corporate behaviour to
ensure the long-term sustainability of investments.

Outcomes – 2016:

The Fund follows a holistic approach to responsible
investing and ownership. A Board-approved
responsible investing policy provides a robust
framework. Implementation is driven by a proxy
voting policy and guidelines and a focused
engagement policy and programme. Our responsible
investing policy is based on three pillars:
—— Active ownership through proxy voting and
engagement
—— Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
integration through external investment managers
—— Allocation to targeted impact investments.

Focus area
Engagement

Proxy
voting

22 company engagements
64% related to corporate governance

Results
➤➤ Many

companies improved their
remuneration policies as a result of our
continued engagement

20 companies identified for focused engagement

➤➤ Executive

2 699 resolutions voted

➤➤ Voting

169 meetings voted at

remuneration, corporate
governance risk key focus areas

pressure has resulted in management
responding positively

14% voted against
100% portfolio votings

ESG
integration

➤➤ Monitoring

investment manager ESG

integration
➤➤ Manager
➤➤ ESG

voting opinions assessed

ratings for portfolio companies

70% of investment managers integrate ESG
➤➤ Advances

in responsible ownership and
disclosure among investment managers

➤➤ Fund

portfolio did not experience acute
ESG integration
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ESG integration through external investment managers
As the Fund utilises a multi-manager structure, ESG integration is pursued through its investment managers
utilising responsible investment approaches. Engagement, however, remains an area for vast improvement
among many investment managers. Sentinel actively monitors ESG integration, as we consider it to be the
ultimate driver for delivering sustainable returns.
2016 marks the fifth year since the Fund adopted the Code for Responsible Investment in South Africa
(CRISA). Sentinel fulfilled the CRISA principles as follows:

Principle

Fulfilment

1

An institutional investor should incorporate sustainability

Sentinel uses a multi-specialist and multi-manager approach

considerations, including environmental, social and

by outsourcing its investments to third-party investment

governance (ESG), into its investment analysis and activities

managers. An ESG due diligence is conducted to ensure

as part of delivering superior risk-adjusted returns to the

investment managers integrate ESG issues into their

ultimate beneficiaries.

investment analysis and processes.

An institutional investor should demonstrate its acceptance

The Fund has a robust responsible ownership framework

of ownership responsibilities in its investment arrangements

with three layers: an overarching responsible investment

and investment activities.

policy; a proxy voting policy; and a focused engagement

2

policy and programme. In the year under review the Fund
voted on 2

699 resolutions and participated in 22 company

engagements.

3

Where appropriate, institutional investors should consider a

Where possible the Fund collaborated with like-minded

collaborative approach to promote acceptance and

shareholders through collaborative engagements.

implementation of the principles of CRISA and other codes
and standards applicable to institutional investors.

4

An institutional investor should recognise the circumstances

Sentinel manages any potential conflicts of interest through a

and relationships that hold a potential for conflicts of interest

formal review process.

and should proactively manage these when they occur.

5

Institutional investors should be transparent about the

Sentinel publishes its voting and engagement record and

content of their policies; how the policies are implemented

discusses its responsible investing activities in its integrated

and how CRISA is applied to enable stakeholders to make

annual reports.

informed assessments.
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Sentinel’s four capitals continued
Social and relationship capital continued

What we voted on

Governance issues (64%)

The Fund voted on 2 699 resolutions. It opposed
14% of the resolutions.
Voting themes (%)

Director matters
Audit matters
Remuneration
Capital structures
Financial assistance
Other

46
23
14
8
7
2

Against votes (%)

Capital structures
Remuneration
Director matters
Audit matters
Financial assistance
Other

33
30
24
7
3
3

22 companies were engaged.
Environmental issues (23%)

22
33
45

Environmental issues raised:
Green building policy and strategy
—— Water risk management
—— Energy risk
—— Energy finance and funding
—— Environmental policies
—— Waste management
——

Social issues (13%)

Risk management
Safety
Social issues raised:
—— Social and ethics committee reports
—— Social committee structures
—— Health and safety
—— Supply chain management
—— Board diversity
—— Labour/remuneration disparities
—— Community relations

47
33
15
5

Governance issues raised:
—— Board structures
—— Director affairs
—— CEO/succession planning
—— Remuneration
—— Capital structures
—— Strategy and business risk
Objective: Introducing emerging black investment
managers into the incubation programme, followed
by their successful graduation into mainstream
investment management.
Outcomes – 2016:

What we engaged on
Risk management
Disclosure
Sustainability

Board matters
Remuneration
Stakeholder issues
Shareholder matters

60
40

Sentinel believes that black economic empowerment
is best served through helping entrepreneurs to
establish small businesses. Our emerging
investment manager incubation programme provides
start-up black investment managers with the
support to build track records and capacity before
entering the mainstream investment environment.
As at 30 June 2016 the Fund supported the
following investment managers through this
programme:
—— All Weather Capital (start-up)
—— Balondolozi Investment Services (emerging)
—— Cachalia Capital (start-up)
—— Legacy Africa Fund Managers (start-up)
—— Maru Asset Managers (start-up)
—— Meago Asset Managers (mature)
—— Mianzo Asset Management (start-up)
—— Mvononala Asset Managers (emerging)
—— Perpetua Investment Managers (emerging)
—— 27Four Investment Managers (mature)
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Timeline of Sentinel Black Emerging Investment Manager Programme
2007

2008

2009

2011

Entries

Entries

Entries

Entries

Aeon IM
Afena Capital
Argon AM
Kagiso AM
Mazi Capital
Mergence IM

Trilinear

27Four IM
Meago AM
Prowess IM

First Avenue IM

2012

Exits

Argon AM

Exits

Afena Capital
Kagiso AM
Trilinear

2013

2014

2015

Entries

Entries

Entries

Entries

Mianzo AM
Perpetua AM

Balondolozi IS
Cachalia Capital

All Weather Capital
Legacy Africa FM

Maru AM
Mvunonala AM

Exits

Exits

Exits

Exits

Mergence IM

Mazi Capital

First Avenue IM

Aeon IM
Prowess IM

Highlights

➤➤

0 business failures

➤➤

Supported 19 companies

Objective: Maintain a minimum 5% exposure to
high impact investments.
Outcomes – 2016:

Sentinel’s high impact investing remains consistently
above the 5% objective.

8

6

4

7,3

9 successful manager graduations

7,3

➤➤

5,3

Seed investor to 4 black women-owned
companies

(%)
10

6,5

➤➤

First investor to 12 start-up companies

8,6

➤➤

High impact investments

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2

0
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